
Add the word eighth to these sentences.

 
It is the                           of October.

“Who is in                            place?”  
asked Jen.

Do you know who came                          ?

It measured an                           of  
an inch.

Trace the word eighth. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word eighth. 

 
 
 

Which word class does the 
word eighth belong to? 

Write your own sentence containing the word eighth.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word eighth.

      eigth     aighth  eighph

Write the syllable of the word eighth 
inside the hand.

Finish off the word eighth.

 
Now write the full word.

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: eighth 1

Write another word that you can make out of the letters in 
the word eighth? 

                                             eighth
eighth
eighth

noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

eig           

           th ei           

           hth
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Add the word enough to these sentences.

 
Have you had                           to eat?

“                         !” bellowed Mrs Hall.

You’re not tall                           to go on 
the ride.

The man seemed nice                          .

Trace the word enough. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word enough. 

 
 
 

Which word classes does the 
word enough belong to? 

Write your own sentence containing the word enough.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word enough.

     enouh       enougph  innough

Write the syllables of the word 
enough inside the hands.

Finish off the word enough.

 
Now write the full word.

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: enough 2

Which of these words means the same  
as enough?

 supplemen    sufficient       serious        selfenough
enough
enough

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

eno           

           gh e           

           ugh
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Add the word exercise to these sentences.

 
I intend to                          after school.

“Do you do any                       ?” asked Alex.

                           can improve your health.

I will                         my authority.

Trace the word exercise.

Use a dictionary to define the 
word exercise. 

 
 
 

Which word classes does the 
word exercise belong to? 

Write your own sentence containing the word exercise.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word exercise.

      ecsersise    exercize exsersise

Write the syllables of the word 
exercise inside the hands.

Finish off the word exercise.

 
Now write the full word.

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: exercise 3

Which of these words means the same as exercise?

movement    mimic     miniature   regularexercise
exercise
exercise

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

exer           

           se ex           

         cise
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Add the word experience to these sentences.

 
What a strange                          that was!

“Would you like to                          this?” 

I have a lot of                          in this field.

My injury was a painful                         .

Trace the word experience.

Use a dictionary to define the 
word experience. 

 
 
 

Which word classes does the 
word experience belong to? 

Write your own sentence containing the word experience.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word experience.

    ecsperience   experiance   expearience

Write the syllables of the word 
experience inside the hands.

Finish off the word experience.

 

Now write the full word.

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: experience 4

Which of these words means the same as 
experience?

 involvement      innovation inventionexperience
experience
experience

noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

expe           

           ce ex           

         ence
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Add the word experiment to these sentences.

 
I have tested this with an                         .

“I conducted an                         ,” explained 
the professor. 

The previous                          was a success.

Let’s                          with new ideas.

Trace the word experiment.

Use a dictionary to define the 
word experiment. 

 
 
 

Which word classes does the 
word experiment belong to? 

Write your own sentence containing the word experiment.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word experiment.

        ecsperiment       experament    experamunt 

Write the syllables of the word 
experiment inside the hands.

Finish off the word experiment.

 
Now write the full word.

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: experiment 5

Which of these words is experiment an 
example of?

contemplation      reiteration      investigationexperiment
experiment
experiment

noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

exper           

           nt ex           

         ment
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